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Welcome to Gemological Laboratory MLLOPIS











My name is MANUEL LLOPIS 
I’m a Gemologist,



specialized with an diamond, 



synthetic and treated stones.  
I have more than 30 years experience. 
I worked as a lecturer at the School of Gemology in Valencia for 20 years.  



At present, I run my own gemological school.  



Also, I’m MLLOPIS lab’s managing-director in charge of www.gemologiamllopis.com 



At gemologiamllopis.com you can find one of the best Spanish language gemological blogs. As the author, I 
narrate some anecdote, scam, fraudulent practice, fake, stuff... I mean, things that happen in the jewellery business. 
Things we see daily in the market. 



In Spain it is not mandatory to have a gemological education to open a jewellery store, this is why, there are many 
frauds without that jewelers and clients know it.



Gemology is a scientific job. We never see our task from the esoteric point of view. Our conclusions are based on 
scientific evidence. 



We do several types of gemological work related to the jewellery business in general, from the goldsmith or 
jewellery factory to the end customer. 
 In general, our reports help make jewellery business transactions transparent



What do we do in our lab?

What do we do in our lab?



DIAMOND CERTIFICATE

Diamond certificate.  
On it we indicate the origin of the gemstone, that means natural, synthetic, or treated.  
Shape, clarity, weight and colour.  
We refer to them as the 4Cs.  Cut, Clarity, Carat and Colour. 



COLOUR 
GEMSTONE 
CERTIFICATE

Colour gemstone certificate. We indicate on it the origin, natural or synthetic, whether it’s treated or not. 



WE CLASIFY GEMSTONES

We clasify gemstones from a parcel according to type of stone, size, color, clarity and shape. Stones that the 
goldsmith  will use in his jewels. 
!
!



Jewellery Reports with or without valuation  
Certificates and reports can also be viewed on the website



JEWELLERY INVENTORIES AND APRAISAL

We make jewellery inventories and appraisal of family’s jewels for an inheritance, to apply for a loan, for home 
insurance, etc.



CLEANING AND RESTORATION OF JEWELLERY

Cleaning and restoration of jewellery.



OUR LEARNING CENTRE

An important development of MLLOPIS activities is our learning centre. At MLLOPIS premises we regularly organize 
seminars covering from basic to advanced gemological knowledge about gemstones and diamonds.  



Also, we provide online education which allows profesionals and general public to learn from home.  



SALE OF INSTRUMENTS

In order to make our customer have the tools they need to learn, we sell instruments not only at our premises but 
also online. That includes a wide range of gemstones (all certified) and books. There is a secondhand department 
for those of them in search for cheap instruments. 



Report and appraisal

However, our leading product is  report and appraisal which you may have together with the jewel if you want to 
sell it or just to offer as a present.  
This kind of report was created by myself 20 years ago. 
Along those years we have been improving our documents adding a seal of guaranty, holographries as well as a 
plastic cover which extends  the life of the report.



A MLLOPIS report includes: 
Report number indicating customer number, type of report, record number and year.  
The customer name never is stated on the certificate. 



Front and sidewide pictures

Front and sidewide pictures.  
In all our documents are the pictures of plant and profile of the jewel.



PHOTOMICROGRAPHY OF HALLMARKS AND STAMPS

Photomicrograhy of hallmarks and stamps,



PHOTOMICROGRPHY 20X

In case of magnificient gemstones we add an extra photomicrography picturing inclusions in order it may be 
identified at any time. 



Description of the jewel.



Metal. gold, silver, platinum, paladium, alloys, 18k, 14k,… 
Finishing, plate: rhodium, rhutenium... 



Quality of making, that means, handmade, industrial, mechanical, electroforming, mix.



Weight in grams.



Type and quantity of gemstones. for diamond 4Cs.  
Cut, color, clarity and carat. 
In the case of precious stones, we indicate: shape, color, transparency, weight, origin (natural, synthetic, artificial), 
untreated or treated. 
!



Approximated retail price, VAT included. 
The price that would cost the customer in a jewellery



At the back of the document you may find the diamond clasification chart by colour and clarity so that you may see 
where your diamond fits.  



Also, there are some drawings of the different shapes for the customer to learn about  it. The price of the metals 
are according to the date of issuing the report and they are indicated at the back too.



At the front of the document there is a picture of the jewel and retail price in €.



At the oppsite side there is a QR code and the report number to be checked online.  



This online report, can be printed, can also be downloaded in pdf, or you can even link from a page selling 
jewellery



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION
Now, 	

I want to invite you to a snack, while you can see the real example
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